Dream the finer things

Your suite awaits you...

Now available with Level-Up™ automatic hydraulic leveling system available exclusively from DRV

www.drvsuites.com
Dream the Finer Things

DRV promises and delivers on what today's extended-stay travelers and full-time fifth wheel residents demand most. Efficient designs that combine an abundance of quality features, reliable and innovative engineering with comfortable, beautiful décors that invite sincere compliments. Whether your choice is Elite Suites, Mobile Suites or Select Suites, you can be confident that you’ve chosen the very best.

Luxurious Comfort

Wherever You Travel

Refined Elegance

Sophistication
Sandy beaches, coastal sunsets, special times to remember as you...

Dream the Finer Things
Relax in plush dual recliners as you watch your optional 40" LCD HDTV complete with attractive glide-away tambour doors. For quieter times the optional built-in electric fireplace offers warmth and a relaxing atmosphere. (as shown on page 5)

Mirrored doors on gliding tracks conceal cedar lined wardrobe space. A built-in shoe rack is available in some models.

The slide-away vanity mirror reveals a dual shade system. A light filtering or room darkening shade provides privacy and optimal viewing of the optional LCD TV.

The King Sleep System features a Sleep Number bed by Select Comfort™ and a lift assist under-bed storage space.

Custom styled woodwork and overhead cabinets are exclusively made for the Elite Suites.

Black granite countertops and the matching look of black finish appliances contrast beautifully with the rich look of handrubbed maple cabinetry.

The bedroom vanity and cabinetry feature a solid wood countertop and plenty of drawers with heavy duty glides.
Entertaining guests is a real pleasure and will prove to be a memorable event.

To appreciate the true metallic nature of these rich automotive colors see your DRV dealer for accurate paint samples.

Optional Exterior Full Body Paint with Window Silks

Décor Selections

- Majestic Blue
- Olive Plumb
- Onyx

Cream Exterior
Brown Exterior
Blue Exterior (standard)
Oak (optional)

Residential grade Congoleum floor covering and high durability nylon carpet add comfort and easy care convenience to your extended stay travel. The dining table with extension includes four chairs with under-seat storage.
You’ve arrived ...

all the finer things you’ve dreamed of are right here. You deserve the dignified elegance of the Mobile Suites. Engineered for dependability and designed for lasting beauty, Mobile Suites is every bit as sophisticated as you are.

Enjoy the links of Michigan in summer and the greens of Georgia in winter as you...

Dream the Finer Things
Overhead cabinets and plenty of additional under-bed storage space is easily accessed and adds to the practicality of this bedroom suite. And for the ultimate convenience, add the optional front-loading washer/dryer combo to the adjacent hallway closet.

This bedroom includes a cedar-lined wardrobe, slide-away vanity mirror, day/night shade system and an optional LCD HDTV. A built-in shoe rack is available in some models.

There’s nothing like it. Push back in your deluxe recliner and relax.

The classic look of etched smoked glass makes this privacy pocket door to the bed/bath both functional and decorative.

Everywhere you look you’ll find quality innovations and aesthetic beauty. It’s not just what you see, it’s what you don’t see. Superior structure, automotive technology as well as quality control are engineered into each and every Mobile Suite.
Maple décor, with accent glaze, boasts a clean sophisticated look. Beautiful coordinates and a custom acrylic countertop complete a living space you'll be proud of.

The bedroom with adjacent bath combination, opens up generous floor space and features a one piece radius fiberglass shower and vanity with a large mirrored medicine cabinet.

At the touch of a button the power lift TV mechanism lowers your TV out of sight.

We've integrated a convenient desk area into this plan, something that you'll find handy every day.

Pendant lights enhance kitchen tasks while dual recliners provide plush comfort.

**Décor Selections**

- **Oak** (standard)
- **Maple** (optional)
- **Charcoal**
- **Golden Brown**
- **Majestic Blue**
- **Tuscan Sand**

**The Look of Sophistication**
Distinctively different, uniquely DRV.
See for yourself why Select Suites delivers the features most in demand by today’s discriminating market.

Surrounded by autumn’s brilliant colors you share quiet walks and...

Dream the Finer Things
Select Suites are designed to showcase residential-style raised panel cabinetry and tastefully coordinated luxurious décors.

Featuring a radius wall as you enter the bedroom, this floorplan provides a spacious side bath.

A matching optional combination convection microwave and a cleverly concealed slide-out spice rack are located above the range and oven. Raised panel custom oak cabinetry with decorative trim and molding create a look of distinction.

The optional 32” integrated LCD HDTV swivels to optimize your viewing pleasure with cabinet space for electronic components located above. Easy access to hidden storage shelf located behind the TV is an added bonus.

This kitchen, shown in oak, has dual deep basin sinks and the contemporary look of brushed stainless steel on the optional four door large capacity refrigerator/freezer.

A spacious side bath is featured in several floorplans.

Select Suites 34RLSB3

Select Suites 36RSSB3

Shown here in Cherry décor, there’s plenty of storage and an optional 19” LCD HDTV is available.

The convenient hall wardrobe offers the option of a washer/dryer. The king size pillow top mattress assures you a good night’s rest. Overhead cabinets have lights and soft ambient mood lighting.
From the comfort of the beautifully upholstered hide-a-bed sofa, and the optional leather recliners, you'll enjoy the view both inside and out. Wide windows will showcase the scenery wherever you travel.

Decor coordinated valences and pleated shades complete the look.

The optional Hi-Lo coffee table extends to a perfect height for a snack or use of your laptop computer.

Décor Selections

The hide-a-way feature of the power lift TV mechanism operates with the simple touch of button. (in 36RESB3 only)
NOTE: Some features shown are exclusive to specific makes and models. Please review the complete Standards and Options list for availability.
FEATUERS & BENEFITS From the ground up, all units are built with automotive style components. Our innovative designs make it easier to transport, set up and maintain your unit.

Structure
- Professionally designed and tested 15” steel box tube chassis. (Select Suites - 12” I-beam frame)
- Super strong foundation to build a lasting, high quality fifth wheel.
- All-weather heavy duty aluminum floor system.
- The floor is screwed and bolted together and will not rot over time. Also, we do not use staples which eventually work up through the floor covering.
- R29 insulated frame floor system with three weather barriers.
- Overhead room lighting on dimmer switches.
- Optimal storage and convenience.
- High performance automotive style Kodiak disc brakes.*
- Heavy duty Goodyear tires and aluminum eight bolt wheels.*
- Quality time manufactured for RV’s. Special tread pattern to dissipate heat. Tires are recommended for miles and miles of safe use. Wheels are light weight and will not rust.
- Greasable suspension with bronze bushings.
- Ease of maintenance and long wearing.

Sturdy
- Lightweight; lower heating and cooling cost; noise reduction
- Radiused aluminum roof rafters on 16” centers.
- Lightweight; improved water run off; maximum load capacity per square foot.
- R25 insulated roof system with plywood and rubber or fiberglass covering.
- Lightweight; lower heating and cooling cost; noise reduction
- Soft touch interior ceiling.

Reliability
- New Level-Up™ leveling system.
- New industrial hydraulic jacks.
- High pressure hydraulic lines with metal fittings.
- New individual push button slide room controls.
- New industrial stabilizer jacks located and wind tested to provide maximum stability.
- Heavy gauge UL copper wiring.
- New residential water manifold.
- Convenient lights at all exterior service locations.
- New safe and reliable LED lights.
- Mid unit turn indicator.

Technology
- New state of the art Level-Up™ leveling system (water panning) and industrial hydraulic system.
- Delivers maximum convenience and power to level your unit side to side and operate front and rear stabilizers and room slide-outs.
- New automotive style Kodiak disc brakes.*
- Limited lifetime warranty; smoother stopping; shorter stopping distance; low maintenance cost.
- Heavy duty 6.000 axles with sealed automotive bearings and EquaFlex rubber equalizer.*
- LARGER carrying capacity; less axle problems; low maintenance; best ride quality available.
- Heavy duty Goodyear tires and aluminum eight bolt wheels.*
- Highest quality tire manufactured for RV’s. Special tread pattern to dissipate heat. Tires are recommended for miles and miles of safe use. Wheels are light weight and will not rust.
- Engineered back up lights.
- Aerodynamically shaped front fiberglass cap designed for maximum fuel efficiency.
- Contemporary design fiberglass rear cap and detachable ladder.

Refined
- Conventional location at all switches control all lighting.
- Finger tip control of all task and decorative lighting.
- Overhead room lighting on dimmer switches.
- Personal light control.
- Designer cabinets throughout the unit.
- Optimal storage and convenience.

Abundant basement storage for extended living.

Conveniently located multi function hook-up center.

We care about your safety... that’s why we factory install the Kodiak® automotive style disc brake system, providing for...
- Smoother stopping*
- Significantly shorter stopping distances*
- Lower maintenance costs*

DRV installs an optional TrailAir® air gin box. Trail Air utilizes noise, vibration and harshness testing to engineer a smoother ride and better handling.

Coach-Net
- Integrated wireless enmergency assistance is provided with purchase of each Suite.
- BMW, 24/7 emergency assistance.
- EquaRef® by TrailAir®, smooths out the rough roads and protects the unit and its contents. (Standard on all units)

Automotive L.E.D. stop, turn, tail and clearance lights for reliability, greater visibility and safety.

Aerodynamically shaped front fiberglass cap designed for maximum fuel efficiency.

Heavy duty industrial front and rear hydraulic jacks are installed at a 5° angle to provide for maximum stability.

See new exclusive automatic Level-Up™ option featured on page 27.

Heavy duty industrial front and rear hydraulic jacks provide maximum stability.

Engineered back up lights.

New exclusive automatic Level-Up™ option featured on page 27.

We care about your safety... that’s why we factory install...
Fiberglass Roof (Elite Suites)
One Piece TPO Roof (Mobile and Select Suites)
1/2” Exterior Roof Decking
High Density Fiberglass Insulation
Luan
5/16” Sound Deadening Foam
Vinyl Ceiling
Total Roof R25

One Piece TPO Roof (Mobile and Select Suites)
1/2” Exterior Roof Decking
High Density Fiberglass Insulation
Luan
5/16” Sound Deadening Foam
Vinyl Ceiling
Total Roof R25

SOITC was formed in May of 2006 for the purpose of promoting friendship and exchange of ideas and experiences among its membership. Members of SOITC share the same passion for RV travel and its lifestyle and enjoy the fellowship of families of all ages and professions.
The SOITC is a non-profit, self-sponsored and self-supporting organization that is open to any owner of a Select, Mobile or Elite Suites recreational vehicle made by DRV.
For more information please visit our website: www.mobilesuitesrvclub.com
This brochure is based upon the latest product information available at the time of printing. DRV reserves the right to make changes at any time to prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications and models, and to discontinue models without notice or obligation. Color representations are as close as photographic/print reproduction will allow. All specifications are approximate and dimensions nominal. Text and/or photos may represent equipment or décor items which may not be included as a standard item in your model of choice.
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